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Pea and Carrot have a bad feeling. They are therefore sweet, fancy and well-known. Are Donut,
Soda and Candy hiding something? But something is not right. Do we realize where it came
from? Eating ought to be simple. It comes in wrappers and boxes with intimidating ingredient
lists. What are we actually eating? Do they have a bitter secret? Is it even real? Today's meals can
be extremely confusing. "The UnPopular Pea (& Carrot)" serves as a fun way to learn about "real"
food. It shows the variations between junk food and vegetables and teaches children how to
make healthy choices in everyday life.
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love pictures for children who can not read yet love pictures for kids who can not read yet My
Children love this book so much. Kuddos to Valentine for creating the storyline. Old one even
memorize the phrase and repeating them occasionally. Cute illustration and rhyme. Desire to see
additional creation by the author. This tale written for a kid’s level and understanding while
showing the effects of eating specific foods.”Written and illustrated simply by author Elle
Valentine, the UnPopular Pea (&I have been embracing the Healthy Holistic Life style since 1970
and it is a pleasure to find a children's bookthat I really believe in and can talk about the message
with others. Five Stars The very best book I ever bought my son. Wonderful and lovely book with
fun illustrations and a wholesome message–something we definitely need to have more of in
today's unhealthy world! Great children's book! Fun learning lesson Book Explanation:“Pea and
Carrot possess a bad feeling. Is it even real food? Carrot) by Elle Valentine is usually a great read
and full of good information. CARROT) acts as a fun way to understand about "real" food. Do they
have a bitter key?!Food comes in wrappers and boxes with intimidating component lists. “Just
remember, the within is what really matters…” The children I read to were excited to realize how
this sentence pertains to many things furthermore to just food. Do we realize where it originated
from? Are Donut, Soda and Candy hiding something? Eating should be basic. THE UNPOPULAR
PEA (& But something isn't right about them. It displays the differences between junk food and
vegetables and teaches kids steps to make healthy choices. This book cleverly catches a child's
interest with creative characters and easy to follow dialogue. I love the heroes and the storyline
which keeps a child’s attention. Everybody knows sugary foods aren’t good for us. FUN
Illustrated Publication to Help Children Eat Healthier! What may be apparent to adults may not be
so obvious for little learners.Shiny wrappers, awesome product packaging, sugary sprinkles great
marketing tools to appeal to children…but what exactly are these foods manufactured from? And
how do you feel afterward? Healthy options – fruits and vegetables- leave you sense great. What
are we actually eating?. A bit miss second graders during read aloud but an excellent teaching
and learning lesson about healthful food choices. My 7 and 2 year old kids like this book and
preserve asking to read. Cutest Children's Book on Good Nutrition I simply finished reading the
cutest small children’s book on good diet. The Unpopular Pea (& They are so sweet, fancy and
well-known.The author did a fantastic job of developing her story using rhyming to create it a fun
book to read which kids will like. Not only is it funny but it can help educate children on basic
good nutrition. Carrot) is a great learning story about diet and healthy options.I must say i The
Unpopular Pea (& Carrot) by Elle Valentine and I highly recommend this publication. I provide it
my "Grandpa Seal of Approval."[Please note: I was presented with a free duplicate of this book in
trade for my honest review.] I'm glad books like this one are out there with all ..The illustrations
are large, shiny and colorful and at times laugh aloud funny---especially to my classroom of
learners! Such a valuable book! I can't wait to share it with my class. I'm glad books such as this
one are out there challenging ridiculous junk food ads in our society today. Thank you! Today's
food society is quite confusing for children and adults alike.
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